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Abstract— As a promising non-orthogonal multiple access
scheme, sparse code multiple access (SCMA) technology has
attracted much attention. Because inter-user interference is
present in code domain and multi-user iterative detection is
required, user capacity and outage probability analysis for uplink
SCMA systems are challenging and have not been presented
in the literature. In this paper, the capacity region for uplink
SCMA systems is analyzed, based on which the common and
individual outage probability regions are calculated. Optimizing
the outage probability within the outage probability region can
be casted as an Lagrangian duality problem and solved by
an iterative descent algorithm, which however imposes high
complexity since the expectation operation is required in each
iteration. To reduce the computational complexity of solving this
Lagrangian duality problem, an adaptive algorithm is developed,
which is capable of providing the optimal outage probability and
adaptively updating it. Furthermore, a power allocation policy
is naturally obtained to achieve the optimized outage probability
in the outage probability region.

Index Terms— Sparse code multiple access, capacity region,
common outage probability region, individual outage probability
region, power allocation policy.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN RECENT time, the fifth generation (5G) technology
emerges to support massive connectivity, high throughput,

and low latency demands of the next generation mobile
network [1], [2]. In particular, massive connectivity is one
of the main user requirements for 5G systems, because in
these future mobile networks, cell sizes become very small
and access points become extremely dense. Non-orthogonal
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multiple access (NOMA) is a promising candidate approach
to support massive connectivity by allowing controllable inter-
user interference (IUI) [3].

Sparse code multiple access (SCMA) is a class of NOMA
schemes supporting more number of users than its orthog-
onal counterparts by introducing interference in the code
domain [4]–[6]. Code division multiple access (CDMA) tech-
nology is a mature code domain multiple access scheme,
whereby a unique spreading sequence is allocated to each
user [7], [8]. However, when massive connectivity is required,
and the number of users is larger than that of orthogonal code
resources, it is impossible to maintain orthogonality among
the spread sequences [9]. Multi-user detection is an efficient
method to deal with IUI, which however imposes a com-
paratively high complexity. The low density signature (LDS)
scheme strikes a trade-off between decoding complexity and
robustness against IUI, where a sparse indicator matrix is
designed as the spread sequences, and the message passing
algorithm (MPA) is employed to reduce the decoding complex-
ity [10], [11]. Since the non-zero elements of CDMA (or LDS)
codewords are derived from multiplying the same symbol by
different chips in the spread sequences, the shaping gain of
the multi-dimensional resource is not fully utilized.

The codebook for SCMA, however, directly maps
information bits onto well-designed multi-dimensional
constellations rather than utilizing spread sequences like LDS.
Owing to its well-designed multi-dimensional constellations,
SCMA is able to realize the shaping gain and to outperform
its LDS counterpart [4]. Various methods have been proposed
to design SCMA codebooks. The work [12] proposed a
general codebook design process, which consists of two
components, mother constellation and constellation operation
design. A star-QAM based codebook was proposed in [13]
to increase the minimum Euclidean distance of the mother
constellation. In [14], the constellation design was combined
with resource allocation to enhance the bit error rate (BER)
performance. An irregular codebook design was proposed
in [15] to satisfy different demands of different users. Several
decoding algorithms were also discussed to improve the
decoding speed and accuracy [16]–[19]. Some theoretical
analysis for the performance of SCMA systems have also
been carried out. For example, the work [20] provided the
error probability bounds by simplifying an SCMA system
to a single-user single-input and multiple-output model.
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In [21], receiver diversity and users’ position variance were
considered in the symbol error rate analysis.

It is well understood that capacity and throughput
are important performance metrics. For power-domain
NOMA (PD-NOMA) schemes, a closed-form capacity expres-
sion can be derived due to the simple successive decoding
algorithm used [22]–[24]. Unfortunately, unlike PD-NOMA
systems, it is difficult to obtain an explicit capacity expression
for the users in uplink SCMA systems. This is because iterative
multi-user detection instead of successive signal detections
is required for SCMA uplink, and the interactions among
the multi-dimensional signals for different users also make
the theoretical analysis challenging. The sum capacity of
all the users in SCMA systems was analyzed in [25], but
individual user’s capacity were not considered. The works
[26] and [27] studied how to assign all the possible sparse
codebooks among the system’s users, but the interactions
among the different users in a cell were not considered and
these two works did not analyze individual user’s capacity. The
study [28] investigated the cutoff capacity of SCMA systems.
However, only downlink broadcast scenario was considered,
where the signals for different users go through the same
channel. For uplink SCMA systems, the achievable data rate of
each individual user and how the interactions among different
users influences the achievable data rates of individual users
have not been analyzed. Thus the outage probability has not
been provided in the existing literature for uplink SCMA
systems.

Since the capacity and outage probability are important met-
rics for uplink SCMA systems, in this paper, we first derive the
capacity region of uplink SCMA systems based on the capac-
ity region theory of multiple access channels (MACs) [29],
where a data rate vector in the capacity region represents
an achievable combination of the data rates for all the users.
With the aid of this expression of the SCMA capacity region,
we exploit the interactions among all the users to derive
the common outage probability region and individual outage
probability region [30] given a required data rate vector, which
describes the common system performance and each individual
user’s performance, respectively. Then the optimization of the
outage probability within the outage probability region can
be casted as an Lagrangian duality problem and solved by an
iterative descent algorithm. However, the expectation operation
is required in each iteration and in the calculation of the outage
probability, which imposes high complexity. To reduce the
computational complexity, the outage probability optimization
problem is reformulated, and an adaptive algorithm that does
not need expectation operation is proposed to obtain the
optimal outage probability and to adaptively update it. During
the optimization process, an optimal power allocation scheme
is naturally obtained to achieve the desired outage probability.
In the simulation study, the SCMA capacity region and outage
probability region are evaluated. We also demonstrate that the
proposed power allocation algorithm works well for practical
uplink SCMA systems. The main contributions of this paper
are summarized as follows.

• For the first time, the capacity region of the uplink SCMA
system is derived, which considers the characteristics of

the multi-dimensional constellation as well as highlights
the interactions among all the user.

• Based on the expression of the capacity region, the com-
mon and individual outage probability regions are ana-
lyzed for the first time, which provides a useful tool
to evaluate the performance of SCMA systems given
the power constraint. The optimization of the outage
probability in the outage probability region is transformed
into an Lagrangian dual problem, which can be solved by
the iterative descent method.

• To reduce the computational complexity, the outage
probability optimization is reformulated and an adaptive
algorithm is proposed to update the optimal outage prob-
ability adaptively. Moreover, an optimal power allocation
policy is naturally obtained to achieve the desired outage
probability.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.
Section II briefly introduces the uplink SCMA system model
and the characteristics of SCMA codebooks. Section III
derives the expression of the SCMA capacity region and
compares it with that of CDMA. Section IV introduces the
common outage probability region and formulates the problem
of minimizing the common outage probability given certain
power constraint. In section V, an adaptive algorithm is
proposed to optimize the common outage probability with low
complexity, which leads to a corresponding power allocation
policy. The adaptive algorithm is also applied to the individual
outage probability region in Section VI. Section VII presents
simulation results, where the capacity region and outage
probability region are evaluated and the performance of the
proposed adaptive algorithm is investigated. We also show
that the proposed power allocation algorithm works well for
practical uplink SCMA systems. Section VIII briefly describes
how to extend our approach to multi-cell uplink SCMA. Our
concluding remarks are drawn in section IX.

We adopt the following notation conventions. For v ∈ C
K ,

vi is its ith element for 1 ≤ i ≤ K , and the elements of F ∈
CK×M are denoted by fi,j for 1 ≤ i ≤ K and 1 ≤ j ≤ M ,
while diag(v) or diag(v1, v2, · · · , vK) denotes the K × K
diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are v1, v2, · · · , vK .
The transpose and conjugate transpose operators are denoted
by (·)T and (·)H, respectively, while 1K is the K-dimensional
vector with all the elements equal to 1, IK is the K × K
identity matrix and 0 denotes the zero matrix or vector of
appropriate dimension. The expectation operator is denote
by E{·}, and det(·) denotes the matrix determinant operation,
while j =

√−1. For v ∈ C, |v| is the magnitude of v,
and for matrix V , |V | is the matrix obtained by replacing
every element of V with its magnitude, while for set S,
∣
∣S∣∣ is the cardinality of S. The probability of event A is
denoted by Pr[A], and the superscript � denotes the optimal
solution of an optimization problem. The truncation (x)+ε of
real vector x is element-wise as: (xi)+ε = xi if xi > ε and
otherwise (xi)+ε = ε, ∀i. Inequality for same-size vectors
is defined element-wise as: a ≤ b means ai ≤ bi, ∀i.
‖ · ‖ is the vector/matrix two norm, and the dot product
operator � of two same-size vectors or matrices is defined
element-wise.
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Fig. 1. Codeword structure of an uplink SCMA system, where the BS of each
cell employs K orthogonal resources to serve J users, and the non-orthogonal
sharing of the K orthogonal resources among the users is allowed.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

As illustrated in Fig. 1, an uplink SCMA system is con-
sidered, where the base station (BS) of each cell employs K
orthogonal resources to serve J users,1 and the non-orthogonal
sharing of the K orthogonal resources among the users is
allowed [4], [12]. For user j, the encoder first maps NB,j

information bits onto an Nj-dimensional code or symbol
vector cj , which is selected from the unique constellation
alphabet Cj for the jth user. Next cj is spread to a sparse K-
dimensional transmit signal vector xj by padding zeros. The
positions of zeros for the users’ transmit signal vectors xj are
represented by an K × J resource assignment matrix F [12].
Specifically, the indices of zeros in the jth column of F
indicate the indices of the zeros in the jth user’s transmit
signal vector xj , whereas the indices of the ones in the jth
column imply that the corresponding resources are utilized by
the jth user. In this way, F completely specifies the users’
transmit signal vectors xj from cj for 1 ≤ j ≤ J . Therefore,
the design of F is also called codebook assignment [31].
F and {Cj}J

j=1 are the basics of SCMA. For K = 4,
J = 6 and Nj = 2, (j = 1, . . . , J), an example of resource
assignment matrix is given by

F4,6 =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

1 1 1 0 0 0
1 0 0 1 1 0
0 1 0 1 0 1
0 0 1 0 1 1

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦
. (1)

The second column of F , for example, spreads c2 =
[

c1,2 c2,2

]T
into x2 =

[

c1,2 0 c2,2 0
]T

.
Note that for

∑J
j=1Nj > K , the system is overloaded,

since in this case, an orthogonal sharing of the K resources
among the users is impossible. The number of zeros in the jth
column of F is equal to K − Nj . Therefore, the sparsity of
F is determined by Nj , 1 ≤ j ≤ J . Intuitively, a denser F ,
i.e., less zeros, will attain a higher bit rate since more bits are
transmitted per channel use, but its BER performance will be
poorer due to a higher IUI.

1In line with the current cellular network standards, we assume that
neighboring cells do not share the same resources and, therefore, only intra-
cell interference needs to be considered and the system becomes effectively
a single-cell one. However, our approach can be extended to the inter-cell-
interference scenario where neighboring cells reuse the same resources.

The transmit signals based on the K orthogonal resources
for the J users propagate through the J channels and are
combined at the BS to yield the received signal vector y ∈ CK

y =
∑J

j=1
diag
(

hj

)

xj + n, (2)

where hj ∈ CK whose elements are the channel gains
of the K orthogonal resources for the jth user, and n is
the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) vector with the
zero mean vector and the covariance matrix of σ2

nIK . Let
pk,j = E

{

x∗k,jxk,j

}

be the average power of the kth element

of xj =
[

x1,j · · ·xK,j

]T
. Clearly, pk,j = 0 if fk,j = 0, where

fk,j is the kth-row and jth-column element of the resource
assignment matrix F .

The main advantage of SCMA over CDMA stems from
its multi-dimensional constellation design, which results in
a shaping gain, particularly for the heavy overload case of
J > K . The transmit signal vector x̃j ∈ CK for CDMA can
be written as x̃j = sj · dj , where sj ∈ CK is the spreading
sequence for user j and dj is the one-dimensional constellation
symbol with unitary average power. The design of the multi-
dimensional constellation Cj for SCMA is much more flexible
than the design of one-dimensional constellation for CDMA.
In the next section, we will show that given the same K
orthogonal resources and the same power allocation matrix,
SCMA can achieve higher throughput than CDMA.

III. CAPACITY REGION FOR SCMA SYSTEM

Given the channel state H =
{

hj

}J

j=1
and the power

allocation function or matrix P for all the users whose kth-row
and jth-column elements are denoted by pk,j for 1 ≤ k ≤ K
and 1 ≤ j ≤ J , the capacity region for MACs is shown to
be [29]

CMAC(P ,H) =
{

R :
∑

j∈S
Rj ≤ I

(

xj, j ∈ S;y|xk, k /∈ S),

S ⊂ {1, · · · , J}
}

, (3)

where the data rate vector R =
[

R1 R2 · · ·RJ

]T
in which

Rj represents the rate for user j that is achievable with a
practical codebook design Cj of a specific NB,j value, while
the average mutual information (MI) I

(

xj , j ∈ S;y|xk,
k /∈ S) can be calculated according to (4) given at the
bottom of the next page. Accordingly, the capacity region for
the SCMA system is given by (5) at the bottom of the next
page. The capacity region CSCMA(P ,H) represents the upper
bound or maximum achievable rates of all the users. Note
that the capacity is independent of any practical codebook
design Cj . Observe however that the upper bound in (4) is
reached, that is, the last inequality of (4) becomes the equality,
when the autocorrelation matrices of xj are diagonal

E
{

xjx
H
j

}

= diag
(

p1,j , · · · , pK,j

)

, 1 ≤ j ≤ J. (6)

Clearly, E
{

xjx
H
j

}

are diagonal if the code vectors cj have
diagonal covariance matrices. This offers an ‘optimal’ prac-
tical SCMA codebook design with respect to the maximum
achievable data rates or capacity. Specifically, one should
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design the SCMA constellations Cj so that the autocorrelation
matrices of cj are diagonal, because this design is capable
of improving the capacity over any other practical codebook
design. Consider the example of K = 4, J = 6 and Nj = 2,
1 ≤ j ≤ J , given in the previous section. Assume that
NB,j = 2 bits, 1 ≤ j ≤ 6. By designing the two-dimensional
practical constellation Cj to be

{[
1 + j
−1 − j

]

,

[
1 − j
1 − j

]

,

[−1 + j
−1 + j

]

,

[−1 − j
1 + j

]}

, (7)

the autocorrelation matrix E
{

cjc
H
j

}

= 2I2.
Given the same K orthogonal resources with K < J ,

the same channel state and the same power allocation function,
according to [8], the capacity region for CDMA is expressed
as (8) at the bottom of this page, in which H̃SH̃H

S is given
in (9), as shown at the bottom of this page. According to

the Hadamard inequality, det(A) ≤
K∏

i=1

ai,i if A ∈ CK×K

is a positive definite matrix [32]. The ‘upper bound’ of
∑

j∈S
diag
(

hj

)

E
{

sjs
H
j

}(

diag
(

hj

))H
cannot be reached, since

E
{

sjs
H
j

}

is not diagonal. By contrast, the ‘upper bound’

of
∑

j∈S
diag
(

hj

)

E
{

xjx
H
j

} (

diag
(

hj

))H
for SCMA can be

reached. Thus the upper bound of the SCMA sum rate is larger
than that of the CDMA sum rate, that is, the capacity region of
the CDMA system is a subset of that for the SCMA system.
This is why SCMA is able to achieve larger data rate than
CDMA.

Any data rate vector R in the capacity region (5) is the
combination of all the users’ rates that are achievable under
the channel state H and the power allocation function P with
a given codebook. The achievable data rates for different users
have coupling influence on each other. As illustrated in Fig. 2,
points A and B are both at the boundary of the capacity region.
At point A, user 2 achieves a higher data rate than at point B,
since the data rate of user 1 at point A is lower than at point B.
Therefore, a data rate allocation function is needed to decide
the suitable data rate vector within the capacity region. The
capacity region given in (5) has many attractive properties.
For example, it is a convex polynomial with respect to the
rate vector R given the power allocation function P . For
a fixed-rate vector R, since the sum of logarithm functions

Fig. 2. An example of capacity region for the SCMA system with two users.

is concave, (5) represents a convex set with respect to P .
Furthermore, given F , the capacity region is convex with
respect to R and P jointly.

The convexity of (5) facilitates effectively data rate alloca-
tion. The optimization problem with respect to the rate vector
and power allocation function is formulated as

max
P ,R

g(R,P ),

s.t. u(P ) ≤ P̄ ,
R ∈ CSCMA(P ,H), (10)

where g(R,P ) is the objective function, u(P ) is a linear
power constraint function and P̄ is the corresponding pre-
defined power constraint. For example, if the sum power
constraint is considered, u(P ) is the sum of all the elements
of P , with P̄ = P̄ being a positive scalar. On the other hand,
when the individual user power constraints are imposed, u(P )
is the J-dimensional positive real vector, and all the elements
of P̄ =

[

P̄1 · · · P̄J

]T
are real and positive.

Clearly, the sparsity of the resource assignment
matrix F influences the capacity region (5). For a
sparser F , i.e., less number of fk,j = 1, the upper

bound
K∑

k=1

log

(

1 + 1
σ2

n

∑

j∈S
|hk,j |2 pk,jfk,j

)

in (5) is smaller

and, therefore, the achievable rate is smaller. But a sparser F
means less IUI and, therefore, the complexity of the multi-user

I
(

xj , j∈S;y|xk, k /∈ S) = log
(

det
(

IK +
1
σ2

n

∑

j∈S
diag
(

hj

)

E
{

xjx
H
j

}(

diag
(

hj

))H
))

≤
K∑

k=1

log
(

1+
1
σ2

n

∑

j∈S
|hk,j |2pk,jfk,j

)

.

(4)

CSCMA(P ,H) =
{

R :
∑

j∈S
Rj ≤

K∑

k=1

log
(

1 +
1
σ2

n

∑

j∈S
|hk,j |2pk,jfk,j

)

,S ⊂ {1, · · · , J}
}

(5)

CCDMA(P ,H) =

⎧

⎨

⎩
R :
∑

j∈S
Rj ≤ log

(

det
(

IK +
1
σ2

n

H̃SH̃H
S

))

,S ⊂ {1, · · · , J}
⎫

⎬

⎭
, (8)

H̃SH̃H
S =

∑

j∈S
diag
(

hj

)

E
{

x̃jx̃
H
j

}(

diag
(

hj

))H =
∑

j∈S
diag
(

hj

)

E
{

sjs
H
j

}(

diag
(

hj

))H
. (9)
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Cout

(

P̄ , P rth
)

�
⋃

∀Prand:E
{

u
(

P rand(H)
)}

≤P̄

{

R : Pr
[

R ∈ CSCMA
(

P rand(H),H
)] ≥ 1 − Prth

}

. (11)

detection will be smaller. Since the power allocation pk,j

for user j at the kth orthogonal resource is only needed if
fk,j = 1, the number of effective power allocation elements
in the K × J-dimensional P is actually equal to the number
of ones in F . Therefore, a sparser F also reduces the
complexity of the optimization problem (10).

IV. COMMON OUTAGE PROBABILITY

In a slow-fading environment, the outage probability is
an important metric to evaluate a power allocation policy.
As in [30], the set of all randomized power allocation poli-
cies are investigated in this paper. For a randomized power
allocation policy P rand, the transmit power allocation matrix
P rand(H) for the channel state H is a continuous random
variable with the joint probability density function (PDF) or a
discrete random variable with the joint probability mass func-
tion (PMF) f rand

P (H). Note that the positions or indices of
zeros in P rand(H) are specified by the resource assignment
policy or matrix F . Thus, similar to [30], the common outage
probability of R given a power allocation policy P rand is
defined as the probability that R is outside the capacity
region CSCMA

(

P rand(H),H
)

. Accordingly, the common out-
age capacity region is defined as the set of rate vectors
whose common outage probabilities can be maintained under
a threshold Prth with the power allocation policy P rand satis-
fying E

{

u
(

P rand(H)
)} ≤ P̄ [30], [33]. That is, the common

outage capacity region is defined by (11) given at the top of
this page.

Given the power constraint P̄ , the common outage proba-
bility region for a fixed data rate R, denoted by OC

(

P̄ ,R
)

,
is defined as the set of outage probabilities whose elements
Prout satisfy R ∈ Cout

(

P̄ , P rout

)

, while the common
usage probability region ŌC

(

P̄ ,R
)

defines the set of usage
probabilities Prusa that satisfy R ∈ Cout

(

P̄ , 1−Prusa

)

[30].
However, the above definitions are hard to compute, since

the set of all the randomized power allocation policies are too
large to tackle directly. Similar to [30], we will only consider
the set of the power allocation policies having the form

P rand(H) =
{

0, with probability 1 − w(H),
P (H), with probability w(H), (12)

where w(H) is the probability that the power allocation
function takes the value of P (H). We have the following
proposition. The proof of this proposition is similar to

the proof of the outage probability region for Gaussian
MACs [30].

Proposition 1: Given the resource assignment policy F ,
the common usage probability region for SCMA systems is
given by (13) at the bottom of this page.

According to its definition and Proposition 1, the common
usage probability region is a convex set. In fact, it is easy to
show that ŌC

(

P̄ ,R
)

=
[

0, P rusamax

]

. Equivalently, the com-

mon outage probability region OC

(

P̄ ,R
)

=
[

Proutmin , 1
]

,
where Proutmin = 1 − Prusamax . Therefore, determining the
common outage probability region is equivalent to finding the
minimum common outage probability Proutmin , which is in
turn equivalent to finding the maximum common usage prob-
ability Prusamax . The maximum common usage probability is
calculated as

max Prusa,

s.t. Prusa ∈ ŌC

(

P̄ ,R
)

, (14)

which can be rewritten as

max(

Prusa,Pc

)

∈QC(R)

Prusa,

s.t. Pc ≤ P̄ , (15)

where

QC(R) �
{(

Prusa,Pc

)

: Prusa ∈ ŌC

(

Pc,R
)}

. (16)

Lemma 1: The feasible region of the optimization
problem (15) contains interior points.

Proof: See Appendix A.
Similar to [30], QC(R) can be proven to be convex.

Therefore, (15) is a convex optimization problem with a linear
objective function and a convex feasible region. Since the
feasible region of (15) has interior points, the optimization (15)
is equivalent to its Lagrangian dual problem. Replacing Prusa

with E{w(H)} and Pc with E{w(H)u(P (H))} according
to Proposition 1, the Lagrangian dual function is given in (17)
at the bottom of this page. where λC is the Lagrangian mul-
tiplier vector. Given λC , the optimal P �

λC
(H) and w�

λC
(H)

for (17) can be obtained through solving the following two

ŌC

(

P̄ ,R
)

=
⋃

{w(H),P (H):E{w(H)u(P (H))}≤P̄ ,R∈CSCMA(P (H),H),∀H:w(H)>0}
E{w(H)} (13)

L(λC) = max
0≤w(H)≤1,P (H)≥0

E{w(H)} − λT
C

(

E{w(H)u(P (H))} − P̄ )

s.t. R ∈ CSCMA(P (H),H), ∀H : w(H) > 0, (17)
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L(λC , μC) = max
v,0≤w(H)≤1,P (H)≥0

qC(v) − μC

(

v − E{w(H)})− λT
C

(

E{w(H)u(P (H))} − P̄ ),
s.t. 0 ≤ v ≤ 1,
R ∈ CSCMA(P (H),H), ∀H : w(H) > 0. (23)

optimal problems in sequence

min
P (H)≥0

λT
Cu(P (H)),

s.t. R ∈ CSCMA(P (H),H), (18)

max
0≤w(H)≤1

w(H)
(

1 − λT
Cu
(

P �
λC

(H)
))

. (19)

Note that the solution to the optimization (19) is given
explicitly by the closed form

w�(H) =
{

1, λT
Cu
(

P �
λC

(H)
) ≤ 1,

0, λT
Cu
(

P �
λC

(H)
)

> 1, (20)

which is one of the two boundary points of the feasible region.
Different from the Gaussian MAC system of [30], there is
no analytical solution to (18) but the optimization (18) can
be solved numerically with the efficient convex programming
algorithms [34].

Then, similar to [30], the dual problem min
λC

L(λC) can be

solved by the descent algorithm

λC [n+ 1]

=
(

λC [n] + α
(

E
{

wC
n (H)u

(

PC
n (H)

)}− P̄ ))+
ε
, (21)

where PC
n (H) and wC

n (H) are the solutions to (18) and (19),
respectively, given λC [n] and channel state H , while α is the
step size, and ε is a small positive scalar to prevent the ele-
ments of λC [n+1] too close to zero for the robustness purpose.
After a number of iterations, λC [n] converges to the optimal
value λ�

C , and the maximum common usage probability is

given as E
{

w�
λ�

C
(H)

}

. Note that the expectation operation is

required to calculate the expectation E
{

wC
n (H)u

(

PC
n (H)

)}

in each iteration and also in the calculation of the optimal
usage probability, which is extremely time consuming and
costly.

V. PROPOSED ADAPTIVE ALGORITHM FOR

OUTAGE PROBABILITY CALCULATION

To avoid the costly expectation operation, we first mod-
ify the optimization problem (15). Specifically, by consider-
ing a monotonically increasing concave function qC(v) for
0 ≤ v ≤ 1, the optimization problem (15) can be rewritten
equivalently as

max
0≤v≤1,

(

Prusa,Pc

)

∈QC(R)

qC(v),

s.t. v = Prusa,

Pc ≤ P̄ . (22)

Since the additional constraint is a linear equality constraint
and the objective function is concave, (22) is a convex opti-
mization problem. Moreover, the feasible region of (22) has

interior points, which can be proved similarly as in the proof
of Lemma 1. Therefore, (22) is equivalent to its Lagrangian
dual problem. Again, replacing Prusa and Pc with E{w(H)}
and E{w(H)u(P (H))), the Lagrangian dual function is
expressed as (23) given at the top of this page. Given λC

and μC , the optimal v�
λC ,μC

, P �
λC ,μC

(H) and w�
λC ,μC

(H)
are attainable by solving the following three optimization
problems in sequence

max
0≤v≤1

qC(v) − μCv, (24)

min
P (H)≥0

λT
Cu(P (H)),

s.t. R ∈ CSCMA(P (H),H), (25)

max
0≤w(H)≤1

w(H)
(

μC − λT
Cu
(

P �
λC ,μC

(H)
))

. (26)

Then, the optimal Lagrange multipliers λ�
C and μ�

C can be
obtained iteratively with the descent algorithm
{

λC [n+ 1] =
(

λC [n]+α
(

E
{

wC
n (H)u(PC

n (H))
}−P̄ ))+

ε
,

μC [n+ 1] =
(

μC [n] + α
(

vC
n − E{wC

n (H)}))+
ε
,

(27)

where vC
n , PC

n (H), and wC
n (H) are the solutions to (24), (25)

and (26), respectively, given λC [n], μC [n] and H . Once the
optimal Lagrange multipliers are obtained, the optimal result
of the dual problem is equivalent to the optimal result of the
original problem.

Compared with (21), a new Lagrange multiplier μC is added
in (27). It is worth noting that given μ�

C , as long as the
function qC(·) is strictly concave so that the solution to (26)
is unique, the solution v�

λ�
C ,μ�

C
to (24) satisfies v�

λ�
C ,μ�

C
=

Pr�
usa = E

{

w�
λ�

C ,μ�
C
(H)

}

according to the property of
the Lagrangian dual method [35]. Thus the maximum usage
probability can be obtained as the optimal v�

λ�
C ,μ�

C
, without

having to calculate the expectation of w�
λ�

C ,μ�
C
(H). By further

omitting the expectation operation in (27), we convert it to
⎧

⎨

⎩

λ̂C [n+1]=
(

λ̂C [n]+α
(

wC
n (H [n])u(PC

n (H [n]))−P̄ )
)+

ε
,

μ̂C [n+1]=
(

μ̂C [n]+α
(

vC
n − wC

n (H [n])
))+

ε
,

(28)

where H [n] is the instantaneous channel state in the n-th
iteration, which is drawn from a distribution with the given
cumulative distribution function (CDF).

Although uncertainty is introduced in (28) due to removing
the expectation operation, the difference between the
solutions of the two iterative descent algorithms (27) and (28)
is bounded. Denote the Lagrange multipliers calculated
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according to (27) and (28) as

Λ[n] �
[

μC [n] λT
C [n]

]T
, (29)

Λ̂[n] �
[

μ̂C [n] λ̂T
C [n]

]T
, (30)

respectively. We have the following lemma.
Lemma 2: For the ergodic fading channel with a continuous

CDF, assume that the descent algorithm (27) and its adaptive
version (28) have the same initialization. Then

max
1≤n≤T/α

∥
∥
∥Λ̂[n] − Λ[n]

∥
∥
∥ ≤ cT (α) (31)

holds for any time interval T , where cT (α) → 0 as α→ 0.
Proof: See Appendix B.

Lemma 2 shows that for sufficiently small step size α,
Λ̂[n] is sufficiently close to Λ[n]. It is well known that
for sufficiently small α, Λ[n] is guaranteed to converge to
the optimal value Λ�. Consequently, Lemma 2 proves that
Λ̂[n] → Λ� as n→ ∞, for sufficiently small α.

Remark 1: Compared to the descent algorithm (27),
the adaptive version (28) is a much more practical method of
obtaining the optimal Lagrange multipliers, as the calculation
in each iteration is based on the instantaneous channel state,
not the expectation over the channel state which is costly and
time consuming to approximate. Note that a power allocation
policy

{

w�
λ�

C
(H),P �

λ�
C
(H)

}

in the form of (12) is naturally
obtained via the optimizations (25) and (26), which is able to
achieve the optimal outage (usage) probability. Specifically,
after obtaining the optimal Lagrange multipliers λ�

C , we
can calculate the power allocation function P �

λ�
C
(H) and

its probability w�
λ�

C
(H) according to (25) and (26) for any

channel state H . If w�
λ�

C
(H) > 0, the power allocation

function P �
λ�

C
(H) is applied to the users with the probability

w�
λ�

C
(H). Otherwise, we do not transmit signals in this time

slot since the channel state is poor. After the dual variables
converge, this power allocation policy achieves the optimal
outage (usage) probability. Moreover, since the Lagrange mul-
tipliers are updated based on the instantaneous channel state,
the proposed algorithm is capable of tracking the variation of
the underlying channel state distribution to adapt the optimal
outage probability and power allocation policy.

VI. INDIVIDUAL OUTAGE PROBABILITY

Since the data for different users are transmitted indepen-
dently, the individual outage probabilities are also important.
Actually, the investigation of the individual outage prob-
abilities is an extension of that for the common outage
probability [30]. Again, the set of all randomized power
allocation policies are considered. When a power alloca-
tion policy P rand with the transmit power allocation matrix
P rand(H) and a data rate allocation function R(P ,H) =
[

R1(P ,H) R2(P ,H) · · ·RJ(P ,H)
]T ∈ CSCMA(P ,H) are

adopted, the outage probability of the j-th user’s data rate is
defined by

Prout,j = Pr
[

Rj>Rj

(

P rand(H),H
)]

, 1≤j≤J, (32)

which form the individual outage probability vector
Prout =

[

Prout,1 Prout,2 · · ·Prout,J

]T
.

The individual outage capacity region CI
out

(

P̄ ,Prth

)

is
defined as the set of data rate vectors whose individual outage
probability vectors are controlled under the threshold Prth

with power allocation policy P rand(H) and rate allocation
function R

(

P rand(H),H
)

, where the power allocation pol-
icy satisfies the power constraint E

{

u
(

P rand(H)
)} ≤ P̄ .

Similar to the definitions of the common outage probability
region OC(P̄ ,R) and the common usage probability region
ŌC(P̄ ,R), we can also define the individual outage proba-
bility region OI(P̄ ,R) and the individual usage probability
region ŌI(P̄ ,R). Obviously, OI(P̄ ,R) and ŌI(P̄ ,R) are
equivalent, since Pr ∈ OI(P̄ ,R) ⇔ 1J − Pr ∈ ŌI(P̄ ,R).

Owing to the convexity of the SCMA capacity region
CSCMA, OI(P̄ ,R) and ŌI(P̄ ,R) can be simply represented
by the random power allocation policies of cardinality 2J

per fading channel, similar to the individual outage capacity
region of Gaussian MACs [30]. Before defining these power
allocation policies, we note that there are a total of 2J

combinations or subsets of the users’ index set {1, 2, · · · , J},
namely, the null set S0, which does not contain any user,
and

Sm ⊆ {1, 2, · · · , J}, 1 ≤ m ≤ 2J − 1. (33)

Correspondingly, we introduce the binary indicator vector
ψ(m) =

[

ψ1(m) ψ2(m) · · ·ψJ (m)
]T

, for each subset Sm,
0 ≤ m ≤ 2J − 1, where for 1 ≤ j ≤ J ,

ψj(m) =
{

1, user j belongs to Sm,
0, otherwise.

(34)

Clearly, we have ψ(0) = 0. Then, we consider the random
power policies with the form of

PI : P rand(H)=

⎧

⎨

⎩

0, with probability w(H , 0),
P (H ,m), with probability w(H ,m),

1 ≤ m ≤ 2J − 1,
(35)

where 0 ≤ w(H ,m) ≤ 1 is the probability that the
power allocation function takes the value P (H ,m) and
∑2J−1

m=0 w(H ,m) = 1, while the power allocation scheme
P (H ,m) corresponds to the powers allocated to the users
in the subset Sm. Specifically, pk,j(H ,m), 1 ≤ k ≤ K , are
the powers allocated to the transmit signal of the j-th user in
the subset Sm. Clearly, if ψj(m) = 0, pk,j(H ,m) = 0 for
1 ≤ k ≤ K .

We have the following proposition for ŌI(P ,R). The proof
of this proposition is similar to the proof for Gaussian MACs
given in [30].

Proposition 2: Given the resource assignment policy F ,
the individual usage probability region ŌI(P ,R) for SCMA
systems can be expressed as

ŌI(P̄ ,R) =
⋃

w(H,m),P (H,m)≥0,∀m

E{w(H)}, (36)
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L(λI ,μI) = max
0≤v≤1J ,0≤w(H,m)≤1,P (H,m)≥0,∀m

qI(v)−μT
I (v−E{w(H)})−λT

I

⎛

⎝E

⎧

⎨

⎩

2J−1∑

m=1

w(H ,m)u(P (H ,m))

⎫

⎬

⎭
−P̄
⎞

⎠,

s.t.
2J−1∑

m=0

w(H ,m) = 1,

ψ(m) �R ∈ CSCMA(P (H ,m),H), ∀H ,m : w(H ,m) > 0. (43)

where

w(H) �
2J−1∑

m=0

w(H ,m)ψ(m), (37)

E

⎧

⎨

⎩

2J−1∑

m=1

w(H ,m)u(P (H ,m))

⎫

⎬

⎭
≤ P̄ , (38)

ψ(k) �R ∈ CSCMA(P (H ,m),H),
∀H ,m : w(H ,m) > 0. (39)

ŌI(P̄ ,R) is a convex set. Moreover, denote

QI(R) �
{(

Prusa,Pc

)

: Prusa ∈ ŌI(Pc,R)
}

. (40)

QI(R) is also a convex set.
Thus, we can search for the desired individual usage prob-

ability vector by maximizing an objective function of Prusa

subject to the power constraint, namely,

max
(P rusa,Pc)∈QI(R)

qI
(

Prusa

)

,

s.t. Pc ≤ P̄ . (41)

To maximize the individual usage probability with the fairness
consideration to each user, the objective function can be
chosen to be qI

(

Prusa

)

=
∑J

j=1 log
(

Prusa,j

)

, which is
concave [24].

Lemma 3: The feasible region of the optimization prob-
lem (41) contains interior points.

Proof: See Appendix C.
As QI(R) is a convex set and Pc ≤ P̄ is a linear constraint,

(41) is a convex optimization problem if its objective function
is concave. Hence, we will always choose a concave objective
function for (41). Furthermore, as the feasible region of (41)
has interior points, (41) is equivalent to its Lagrange dual prob-
lem. By introducing the variable v = Prusa, we rewrite (41)
as

max
(P rusa,Pc)∈QI(R),0≤v≤1J

qI(v),

s.t. Pc ≤ P̄ ,
Prusa = v. (42)

By replacing Prusa and Pc with E{w(H)} and

E
{ 2J−1∑

m=1
w(H ,m)u(P (H ,m))

}

as well as according

to Proposition 2, the Lagrange dual function is expressed
as (43) given at the top of this page. The optimal v�

λI ,μI
,

P �
λI ,μI

(H ,m) and w�
λI ,μI

(H ,m) for (43) given Lagrange
multipliers λI and μI can be obtained by solving the
following three problems in sequence

max
0≤v≤1J

qI(v) − μT
I v, (44)

min
P (H,m)≥0,∀m

λT
I u(P (H ,m)),

s.t. ψ(m) �R ∈ CSCMA(P (H ,m),H), (45)

max
0≤w(H,m)≤1,∀m

2J−1∑

m=1

w(H ,m)
(

ηm−λT
I u
(

P �
λI ,μI

(H ,m)
))

,

s.t.
2J−1∑

m=0

w(H ,m) = 1, (46)

where ηm � μT
I ψ(m). The solutions to (44) and (45) can

be efficiently obtained by convex optimization tools, such
as CVX [34]. Similar to the optimization (19), (46) is a
linear optimization problem and has the closed-form solutions.
Specifically, denote

m� = arg max
0≤m≤2J−1

ηm − λT
I u
(

P �
λI ,μI

(H ,m)
)

. (47)

The solutions to (46) are given by

w�
λI ,μI

(H ,m) =
{

1, m = m�,
0 ∀m �= m�.

(48)

The adaptive algorithm given in (49) at the bottom of
this page can be applied to obtain the optimal Lagrange
multipliers, where vI

n, P I
n (H [n],m) and wI

n(H [n],m)
denote the solutions to (44)–(46) in the n-th iteration,
respectively. The reason that we can use the adaptive
algorithm (49) without applying the expectation operations
is similar to that for (28). Given the optimal Lagrange
multipliers (λ�

I ,μ
�
I), the optimal individual usage probability

⎧

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

λ̂I [n+ 1] =

(

λ̂I [n] + α

(
2J−1∑

m=1
wI

n(H [n],m)u(P I
n (H [n],m)) − P̄

))+

ε

,

μ̂I [n+ 1] =

(

μ̂I [n] + α

(

vI
n −

2J−1∑

m=1
wI

n(H [n],m)ψ(m)
))+

ε

,

(49)
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Algorithm 1 Adaptive Online Optimal Power Allocation
Algorithm
1: Input: Number of users J , number of power constraints

NP , and power constraint P̄ ; Lagrange multipliers λ ∈
RNP and μ ∈ RJ ; The set of all the subsets for all the
users K = {S0,Sm, 1 ≤ m ≤ 2J − 1};

2: Initialization: λ[0] = 1NP , μ[0] = 1J , n = 0;
3: while transmission is ongoing do
4: acquire instantaneous channel state H [n];
5: obtain v[n] by solving max

0≤v≤1J

q(v) − μT[n]v;

6: obtain P �(H [n],m) for Sm ∈ K by solving

min
P (H[n],m)≥0

λT[n]u(P (H [n],m)),

s.t. ψ(m)�R ∈ CSCMA(P (H [n],m),H [n]);
(50)

7: obtain ηm = μT[n]ψ(m), Sm ∈ K;
8: obtain m� = arg max

Sm∈K
ηm − λT[n]u

(

P �(H [n],m)
)

;

9: if ηm� − λT[n]u
(

P �(H [n],m�)
) ≥ 0 then

10: w[n] = 1;
11: transmit power at this time slot is allocated as P [n] =

P �(H [n],m�);
12: else
13: w[n] = 0;
14: transmit power at this time slot is set to P [n] = 0;
15: update the Lagrange multipliers according to

{

λ[n+ 1] =
(

λ[n] + α
(

w[n]u(P [n]) − P̄ ))+
ε
,

μ[n+ 1] =
(

μ[n] + α
(

v[n] − w[n]ψ
(

m�
)))+

ε
;

16: n = n+ 1;

vector Pr�
usa = E

{
2J−1∑

m=1
w�

λ�
I ,μ�

I
(H ,m)ψ(m)

}

and

the corresponding power allocation policy with the form
of (35), denoted as

{

P �
λ�

I ,μ�
I
(H ,m), w�

λ�
I ,μ�

I
(H ,m)

}

,
can be derived by (45) and (46). If the optimization
problem (44) has a unique solution, the property

v�
λ�

I ,μ�
I

= Pr�
usa = E

{
2J−1∑

m=1
w�

λ�
I ,μ�

I
(H ,m)ψ(m)

}

is

satisfied and, consequently, we can obtain the optimal
individual usage probability without applying the expectation
operations. Furthermore, the convergence of (49) to the
optimal solution (λ�

I ,μ
�
I) is guaranteed.

Based on the above adaptive optimization procedure, we can
also design an adaptive online power allocation scheme that
calculates the instantaneous power allocation for the current
time slot according to the current channel state estimation and
the current instantaneous Lagrange multipliers. This adaptive
online power allocation scheme is summarized in Algorithm 1,
where the index n now represents the time slot index. Explic-
itly, at the time slot n, line 4 estimates the current channel
state H [n], line 5 finds the optimal instantaneous individual
outage probability vector given the current Lagrange multi-
pliers, and line 6 determines the power allocation functions
for all the user subsets given the current channel state and

current Lagrange multipliers, while lines 7 to 14 calculates
the optimal power allocation scheme for the current time slot.
The Lagrange multipliers are then updated in line 15, and the
adaptive online algorithm is ready for the operations of the
next time slot.

A similar adaptive online power allocation scheme for the
optimized common outage probability can be derived as a
special case of Algorithm 1 with the following modifications.
Specifically, in this case, K = {{1, 2, · · · , J}}, the power allo-
cation function becomes P (H), μ becomes one-dimensional,
i.e., μ, and v also becomes one-dimensional, i.e., v, while
ψ(m) also is one-dimensional and is fixed to 1, and the
operator � in (50) becomes the multiplication. Moreover, since
there is only a single η, lines 7 and 8 are no longer needed,
while line 9 becomes: if μ[n] − λT[n]u

(

P �(H [n])
) ≥ 0

then.

VII. SIMULATION RESULTS

1) Two-User System: First, we consider a two-user
(J = 2) system with K = 4 and N1 = N2 = 2. The resource
assignment matrix is given by

F4,2 =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

1 1
1 0
0 1
0 0

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦
. (51)

Two types of linear power constraints are considered, namely,
the individual power constraint u(P ) = PT1K ∈ R2, and
the sum power constraint u(P ) = 1T

KP1J ∈ R. Considering
the power allocation functions that satisfy a power constraint
u(P ) ≤ P̄ , we can define the feasible region of (10) with
respect to R as the feasible capacity region under the power
constraint P̄

C
(

P̄ ,H
)

=
⋃

P :u(P )≤P̄

CSCMA(P ,H). (52)

That is, the feasible capacity region is the union of all the
capacity regions whose power allocation functions meet the
given power constraint. Clearly, the feasible capacity region is
convex.

For the instantaneous channel state H given in (53),
Fig. 3 compares the SCMA feasible capacity region (52) under
the equal individual power constraint of P̄ =

[
1
2

1
2

]T
with

the SCMA capacity regions (5) with the two power allocation
functions P1 and P2 given in (53)

P1 =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

1
4

1
4

1
4

0

0
1
4

0 0

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

, P2 =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

1
4

3
8

1
4

0

0
1
8

0 0

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

, H =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦
. (53)

As can be observed from Fig. 3, the SCMA capacity regions
with the power allocation functions P1 and P2 are the subsets
of the SCMA feasible capacity region under the equal indi-
vidual power constraint P̄ =

[
1
2

1
2

]T
. The capacity region of

the LDS system with the power allocation function P1 is also
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Fig. 3. The SCMA capacity regions under the power allocation functions
P1 and P2 and the SCMA feasible capacity region under the equal individual
power constraint as well as the LDS capacity region under P1. The SCMA
resource assignment matrix is F4,2 of (51). The channel state H as well as
P1 and P2 are given in (53). The noise power is σ2

n = −10 dBW.

Fig. 4. The feasible capacity regions under various power constraints for
the two-user SCMA systems with F4,2 and F dense

4,2 , given the noise power
σ2

n = −10 dBW.

plotted in Fig. 3 given the same channel state H . Clearly,
the LDS capacity region is a subset of the SCMA capacity
region under the same power allocation function and channel
state, which is consistent with the analysis of Section III.

The feasible capacity regions C
(

P̄ ,H
)

with the equal indi-

vidual power constraint P̄1 =
[

1
2

1
2

]T
, the uneven individual

power constraint P̄2 =
[
1
3

2
3

]T
, and the sum power constraint

P̄ = 1 are shown in Fig. 4 for the SCMA system with F4,2

of (51) and the channel state H given in (53). It can be
seen that the feasible capacity region under the sum power
constraint is larger than the feasible capacity region under an
individual power constraint, because the sum power constraint
P̄ = 1 is looser than an individual power constraint. In Fig. 4,
we also plot the feasible capacity region with the sum power

Fig. 5. The individual usage probability regions under the equal individual
power constraint and the sum power constraint for the two-user SCMA system
with F4,2 given the noise power σ2

n = −10 dBW.

constraint P̄ = 1 for the SCMA system with a denser resource
assignment matrix F dense

4,2

F dense
4,2 =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

1 1
1 0
0 1
1 1

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦
. (54)

Clearly, the feasible capacity region under the sparser F4,2

is smaller than that under F dense
4,2 . This confirms our analysis

given in Sections II and III.
The individual usage probability region for the two-user

SCMA system with F4,2 is then calculated. Rayleigh fading
channels with unitary average power at each resource are
considered, the pathloss losses are set to one for the two
users, and the rate vector is set to R = [2 2]T. We choose
qI(v) = aTv, where a ∈ RJ , a > 0 and ‖a‖ = 1. By rotat-
ing a, we can obtain the boundary of the individual usage
probability region. Specifically, we calculate sufficient samples
on the boundary by the adaptive procedure of Section VI.
By smoothing these samples to yield a smoothed boundary,
we obtain the individual usage probability region. This is
illustrated in Fig. 5 for the individual usage probability region
under the sum power constraint of P̄ = 1. Clearly, the
samples are not strictly on the smoothed boundary, due to the
fluctuations of the adaptive algorithm utilized in calculating
these samples. The individual usage probability region under

the equal individual power constraint P̄ =
[
1
2

1
2

]T
depicted

in Fig. 5 is similarly obtained, which is a subset of the
individual usage probability region under the sum power
constraint.

Fig. 6 compares the individual usage probability regions of
the PD-NOMA and the SCMA under sum power constraint
P̄ = 1, where the same resource assignment matrix F4,2

(51) is adopted by the two systems, the path losses for the
two users are set to 3/

√
10 and 1/

√
10, respectively, and the

rate vector is set to R = [2 0.5]T. It is seen that the individual
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Fig. 6. Comparison of the individual usage probability regions for the two-
user SCMA and PD-NOMA under the equal sum power constraint given the
noise power σ2

n = −10 dBW.

Fig. 7. Comparison of the common usage probabilities as the functions of the
user rate RT obtained by the optimal power allocation under the sum power
constraint and by the fixed equal power allocation for the six-user SCMA
system with the noise power σ2

n = −13 dBW.

usage probability region of the SCMA is larger than that of
the PD-NOMA.

2) Six-User System: Next, we set K = 4, J = 6, and
Nj = 2 for 1 ≤ j ≤ 6, which is the system used in [4].
The resource assignment matrix F4,6 given in (1) is adopted,
the noise power is set to σ2

n = −13 dBW, and Rayleigh
fading channels with unitary average power at each resource
are considered, while the path loss is set to one for every
user. To evaluate the maximum common usage probability,
we set qC(v) = 3v − v2, which is monotonically increasing
and strictly concave for 0 ≤ v ≤ 1. Assume that the rate
requirements for all the users are the same, namely, Rj = RT

for 1 ≤ j ≤ 6. The maximum common usage probabilities
of the required data rate vector R = RT1J under the sum
power constraint u(P ) = 1T

KP1J ≤ 1 W, obtained by both
the non-adaptive iterative algorithm and its adaptive version
given in Section V, are plotted in Fig. 7, where the step size

Fig. 8. Comparison of the common usage probabilities as the functions of
the user rate RT obtained by the optimal power allocation under the equal
individual power constraint and the unequal individual power constraint as
well as by the fixed unequal power allocation for the six-user SCMA system
with the noise power σ2

n = −13 dBW.

is set to α = 0.001. Observe that the performance of the
low-complexity adaptive algorithm is indistinguishable from
that of the high-complexity non-adaptive algorithm. To further
demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed optimization
approach, the common usage probability achieved by the
fixed equal power allocation scheme, which distributes power
equally among the users according to Pequal(H) = 1

12F4,6,
is also plotted in Fig. 7. It can be seen from Fig. 7 that
the optimized power allocation scheme outperforms the fixed
equal power allocation scheme dramatically.

Fig. 8 compares the maximum common usage probabilities
of the data rate vector R = RT1J obtained under the equal
individual power constraint u(P ) ≤ 1

61J and the uneven

individual power constraint u(P ) ≤ [ 1
15

1
15

1
15

4
15

4
15

4
15

]T
.

Since the Rayleigh fading channels with unitary power at
each resource are assumed, higher common usage probability
can be achieved under the equal individual power constraint
than under the uneven individual power constraint. In Fig. 8,
the common usage probability attained under the fixed uneven
power allocation function of

Puneven(H) =
1
30

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

1 1 1 0 0 0
1 0 0 4 4 0
0 1 0 4 0 4
0 0 1 0 4 4

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦
, (55)

is also depicted. It can be seen that the common usage prob-
ability with the fixed allocation function (55) is significantly
lower than the maximum common usage probability obtained
by the optimal power allocation under the equivalent uneven
power constraint of

[
1
15

1
15

1
15

4
15

4
15

4
15 ]T.

Fig. 9 illustrates the convergence of the adaptive algo-
rithm for solving the maximum common usage probability at
RT = 0.9 bit, where the same simulation system as in Fig. 7
is utilized. It can be seen from Fig. 9 that Λ̂[n] converges
for sufficiently large n. Also the fluctuations of Λ̂[n] owing to
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Fig. 9. Convergence of the adaptive algorithm with step size α = 0.001 for
maximizing the common usage probability under the sum power constraint
for the six-user SCMA system with the noise power σ2

n = −13dBW.

using the instantaneous channel state H [n] are relatively small
and, consequently, the fluctuations related to the optimized
common usage probability is negligible, as can be observed
from Fig. 7. Thus, the accuracy of the proposed adaptive
algorithm is guaranteed.

Lastly, we compare the average BER performance of the
practical SCMA systems with the resource assignment matrix
F4,6 and the MPA detection under Rayleigh fading channels,
which implement a fixed power allocation and the optimal
power allocation attained by the proposed power allocation
algorithm given in Section V, respectively. We assume NB,j =
NB , 1 ≤ j ≤ J , and hence the codebook size for each
user is equal to 2NB . We consider two practical codebook
designs. In the first case, we have NB = 2 bits, and the
codebook or constellation is given by (7), while in the second
case, NB = 1 bit and the codebook is designed as

{[

1
−j

]

,

[−1
j

]}

. (56)

Note that the design (56) cannot achieve diagonal E
{

cjc
H
j

}

.
For the optimization associated with the proposed power allo-
cation algorithm, the individual power constraint of P̄ = 1J

is used. The system’s signal to noise ratio (SNR) is defined as
SNR = 1T

J P̄
/

Jσ2
n. From Fig. 10, it is seen that our proposed

optimal power allocation policy significantly enhances the
BER performance. At the BER level of 10−3, the system
implementing our optimal power allocation attains more than
3 dB SNR gain over the same system with the non-optimal
power allocation.

Fig. 10. Comparison of the BER performance averaged over the six users
achieved with and without the optimal power allocation for the six-user SCMA
systems with the practical codebook designs of (7) and (56).

VIII. FUTURE WORK

A. Multi-Cell System

We outline how to extend our work for the single-cell
scenario to the multi-cell scenario with inter-cell interference.
Consider the system with Ncell cells. Let Pmul =

{

P l =
[

pl
k,j

]}Ncell

l=1
be the set of all the power allocation matrices

for all the users from the Ncell cells, and denote the resource
assignment matrix of the lth cell as F l =

[

f l
k,j

]

. Further let

Rmul =
{

Rl =
[

Rl
j

]}Ncell

l=1
be the set of all the data rate

vectors of all the cells, and denote Hmul =
{

H l
}Ncell

l=1
as the

set of all the channel states of all the cells. Then the capacity
region can be expressed as (57) given at the bottom of this
page, where Sl ⊂ {1, · · · , J l} and J l is the number of users
in the lth cell, hl

k,j is the channel gain of the jth user’s signal
at the kth orthogonal resource for BS l, and pl

k,j is the signal
power of the jth user in the lth cell at the kth orthogonal
resource, and γl

k represents the inter-cell interference which is

calculated as γl
k =

Ncell∑

q=1,q �=l

Jq
∑

u=1

∣
∣hl

k,u

∣
∣
2
pq

k,uf
q
k,u. Again, pl

k,j is

nonzero only if f l
k,j = 1.

With the above SCMA capacity region, denote Prmul
usa =

[

Pr1
usa · · ·PrNcell

usa

]

as the usage probability matrix for all the

cells, and let P̄mul =
{

P̄ l
}Ncell

l=1
be the power constraints for

all the cells. Then the individual usage probability region for
the multi-cell scenario can be expressed as (58), as shown at
the top of the next page.

As expected, extending the single-cell model to the multi-
cell model is rather straightforward. However, the capacity

Cmul
SCMA

(

Pmul,Hmul
)

=

{

Rmul :
∑

j∈Sl

Rl
j ≤

K∑

k=1

log

(

1 +
1

σ2
n + γl

k

∑

j∈Sl

|hl
k,j |2pl

k,jf
l
k,j

)}

, (57)
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Ōmul
I

(

P̄mul,Rmul
)

=
⋃

{

wl(Hmul,ml)
}

,
{

P l(Hmul,ml)≥0
}

,∀ml

E{wmul(Hmul)}, (58)

where

wmul(Hmul) �

⎡

⎣

2J1−1∑

m=0

w1(Hmul,m)ψ1(m) · · ·
2JNcell −1∑

m=0

wNcell(Hmul,m)ψNcell(m)

⎤

⎦ , (59)

E

⎧

⎨

⎩

2Jl−1∑

m=1

wl(Hmul,m)u(P l(Hmul,m))

⎫

⎬

⎭
≤ P̄ l, (60)

{

ψl(ml) �Rl
} ∈ Cmul

SCMA

(

Pmul(Hmul,ml),Hmul
)

, ∀Hmul, ∃ml : wl(Hmul,ml) > 0. (61)

region analysis, the common outage probability optimization
and the individual outage probability optimization are very
challenging. This is because owing to inter-cell interference,
all the associated optimization problems are nonconvex and,
therefore, the optimal results are not assured. In particular,
we can apply our approaches to solve these nonconvex opti-
mization problems but we can only guarantee local optimal
results. We will further analyze the solutions to the optimiza-
tion problem for the outage probability region under multi-
cell scenarios in our future work, with the aim of developing
effective optimal solutions.

B. Joint Codebook and Power Allocation

In this paper, the outage probability region given the code-
book allocation policy F is calculated. More specifically,
calculating the boundary of the outage probability region is
formulated as an optimization problem for the power allocation
policy, which is efficiently solved via its Lagrangian dual prob-
lem. It is worth recapping that given the codebook assignment
matrix F , the associated optimization problem (23) (or (43)) is
convex, and we guarantee to obtain the global optimal solution.

It is possible to extend our current work and to formulate
the associated optimization problem for joint codebook and
power allocation to select the optimal Fopt from the set of all
the possible codebook assignment matrices F that minimizes
the outage probability. Without loss of generality, let us set
Nj = N for 1 ≤ j ≤ J . Also note that no two columns
of a resource allocation matrix F can be identical. Then
the number of all the possible codebook assignment matrices
or the size of F is given by

|F| =
J∏

j=1

((
K

N

)

− (j − 1)
)

. (62)

The optimal codebook assignment matrix Fopt in theory
can be obtained by the exhaustive search which solves the
optimization problem (23) (or (43)) for every F ∈ F .

Because the size of F is typically very large, the computa-
tional complexity of the exhaustive search may become prac-
tically unaffordable. An alternative is to simply apply some
suboptimal search strategy to attain a suboptimal codebook
assignment matrix F . Since our work is about the analysis

and calculation of the outage probability region, we need
to investigate more effective search methods to solve this
joint optimal codebook and power allocation problem, which
can guarantee that the solution obtained is the true optimal
solution, while imposing practically affordable complexity.
This will be studied in future work.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

We have derived the expression of the capacity region for
uplink SCMA systems based on the characteristics of SCMA
multi-dimensional codebooks. With the aid of this capacity
region expression, the common outage and individual outage
probability regions given required data rate vector have been
provided. Moreover, the tractable expressions of these two
outage probability regions have been formulated for ease
of computation. Optimizing the common outage probability
and individual outage probability have been formulated as
convex optimization problems, which are equivalent to their
Lagrangian dual problems and can be solved using the iterative
descent method. To reduce computational complexity, an adap-
tive algorithm has been developed based on the instantaneous
channel state to optimize the common outage and individual
outage probabilities. Both the theoretical analysis and sim-
ulation results have demonstrated that this low-complexity
adaptive algorithm is capable of converging to the same
optimal solution provided by its high-complexity non-adaptive
counterpart.

APPENDIX

A. Proof of Lemma 1

Proof: It is reasonable to assume that P̄ > 0. We first
prove that for any power constraint Pc > 0, ŌC(Pc,R) has
interior points.

For any channel state H0, we can define the probability
Prt(H0) � Pr[|H | ≥ |H0|] according to the channel
state’s continuous CDF. Choose a channel state H0 satisfying
Prt(H0) > 0. For this channel state, we can always find
a power allocation function P0 which is sufficiently large
such that R ∈ CSCMA(P0,H0). Then for the channel states
H that satisfy |H | ≥ |H0|, it is apparent that R ∈
CSCMA(P0,H) because according to the expression of SCMA
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capacity region (5), CSCMA expands as the magnitudes of the
elements of channel state increases.

Since Pc > 0, there exists a small positive number
0 < δ ≤ 1 that satisfies δ·Prt(H0)·u(P0) ≤ Pc. Thus, we can
design a power allocation policy that allocates power function
P0 only to those channel states which fulfill |H | ≥ |H0|,
while no power is transmitted for other channel states, where
the percentage of the activated channel states is equal to
δ ·Prt(H0). Under this policy, the usage probability is equal
to δ · Prt(H0) > 0 and the average power δ · Prt(H0) · P0

satisfies δ · Prt(H0) · P0 ≤ Pc. Therefore, according to the
definition of common usage probability region, the segment
[0, δ · Prt(H0)] is within ŌC(Pc,R). Thus, for the power
constraint Pc > 0, ŌC(Pc,R) has interior points.

Next for any power allocation policy P rand(H) that
satisfies E{u(P rand(H))} ≤ Pc, it is apparent that
E{u(P rand(H))} ≤ Pc + Θ always holds, where Θ has the
same size as Pc and all the its elements are positive. Thus,
ŌC(Pc,R) ⊆ ŌC(Pc + Θ,R).

Suppose that 0 < Pint < P̄ . According to the above state-
ment, we can choose an interior point Print of ŌC(Pint,R)
so that {(Prusa,Pc) : 0 ≤ Prusa ≤ Print,Pint ≤ Pc ≤ P̄ }
is in the feasible region of (15). Therefore, the feasible region
of (15) has interior points.

B. Proof of Lemma 2

Proof: The descent directions of (28) and (27) can be
denoted respectively by

φ̂(Λ,H [n]) =
[

wC
n

(

H [n]
)

u
(

PC
n (H [n])

)− P̄
vC

n − wC
n (H [n])

]

, (63)

φ(Λ) = E
{

φ̂(Λ,H [n])
}

. (64)

To prove (31), it is sufficient to verify that the following five
conditions hold [36].

(C1) The expectation of φ̂(Λ,H [n]), i.e., φ(Λ), is time-
invariant.

(C2) For the algorithm (27), φ(Λ) is bounded by a ball.
That is, if ‖Λ‖ ≤ BΛ, we have ‖φ(Λ)‖ ≤ Bφ.

(C3) Initialization Λ[0] is sufficiently small so that Λ[n]
of the algorithm (27) remains bounded for n ∈
{1, 2, · · · , T/α}, i.e., ‖Λ[n]‖ ≤ BΛ for n ∈
{1, 2, · · · , T/α}.

(C4) φ̂(Λ,H [n]) obeys the stochastic Lipschitz condition
∥
∥
∥φ̂(Λ,H [n]) − φ̂(Λ′,H [n])

∥
∥
∥ ≤ Lφ[n] ‖Λ− Λ′‖ ,

∀‖Λ‖, ‖Λ′‖ ≤ BΛ, (65)

where Lφ[n] is a random sequence satisfying

N−1
N∑

n=1

Lφ[n] → Lφ with probability 1

as N → ∞. (66)

(C5) The deviation Δ(N,Λ) �
N∑

n=1

(

φ̂(Λ,

H [n])−φ(Λ)
)

is stochastic Lipschitz, i.e.,

(C5.1) ‖Δ(N,Λ)‖ ≤ BΔ[N ],

(C5.2) ‖Δ(N,Λ)−Δ(N,Λ′)‖ ≤ LΔ[N ] ‖Λ−Λ′‖,
∀ ‖Λ‖, ‖Λ′‖ ≤ BΛ, whereas N → ∞,
BΔ[N ]/N → 0 and LΔ[N ]/N → 0 with
probability 1.

Conditions (C1)–(C3) hold for the ergodic fading channel
with a continuous CDF. (C4) and (C5) can be verified with
the similar arguments as the proof given in [24], assuming
that the objective function qC(·) in (22) is strictly con-
cave and the fading channel has a continuous CDF. Thus,
(C1)–(C5) hold. According to [36], we can obtain the expres-
sion of cT (α) which is related to the Lipschitz coefficients
in (C4) and (C5). Moreover, cT (α) includes a polynomial
function f(α) with f(0) = 0 as its factor. Thus, cT (α) → 0
as α→ 0. This completes the proof.

C. Proof of Lemma 3

Proof: According to the definitions of common and
individual outage (usage) probabilities, the common outage
probability can be viewed as a special case of the individ-
ual outage probability. Specifically, for a fixed data rate R,
we consider a data rate allocation function R(P ,H): if R ∈
CSCMA(P ,H), R(P ,H) = R; otherwise, R(P ,H) = 0.
Under this scenario, the individual usage probability is calcu-
lated as Prusa = Pr[R ∈ CSCMA(H ,P )]1J = Prusa1J .

Thus, for any power constraint Pc > 0, considering the
power allocation policy applied in the proof of Lemma 1 and
the above mentioned data rate allocation function R(P ,H),
the individual usage probability vector is calculated as δ ·
Prt(H0)1J > 0 and the power constraint is satisfied. Hence,
δ·Prt(H0)1J ∈ ŌI(Pc,R). According to the definition of the
individual usage probability region, {Prusa : 0 ≤ Prusa,j ≤
δ · Prt(H0), j ∈ {1, 2, · · · , J}} ⊆ ŌI(Pc,R). Therefore,
the individual usage probability region ŌI(Pc,R) has interior
points.

We can use the similar statement in the proof of Lemma 1
to verify that ŌI(Pc,R) ⊆ ŌI(Pc + Θ,R), where Θ > 0.

Suppose that 0 < Pint < P̄ . According to the above state-
ment, we can choose an interior point Print of ŌI(Pint,R)
such that {(Prusa,Pc) : 0 ≤ Prusa ≤ Print,Pint ≤
Pc ≤ P̄ } is in the feasible region of (42). Therefore,
the feasible region of (42) has interior points.
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